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Green, Scott

From: Paul and Linda Stevens <stevenspl@live.com>
Sent: Tuesday, September 03, 2013 8:42 AM
To: Paul H. Stevens
Subject: CONNECTING: Welcome to the enemy camp; Bezos on Post's future; Snapshot of 

Syria coverage; College papers cutting back on print editions

Colleagues, 
 
AP’s Richard Pyle and UPI’s Frank Johnston – rivals from the Vietnam War and now friends - combined to 
share a story and photo from a special gathering in Washington last Friday. 
 
Enjoy! 
 
Paul 
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Welcome to the Enemy Camp 
       
By Richard Pyle   
 
For the first time in 40 years, adversaries from the Vietnam war era were gathered around a table, ready to 
``exchange views,'' as the diplo-linguists like to say. But unlike the Paris peace talks in 1973, there was nothing 
this time to negotiate - or to vote on. 
  
Lucky for me. As the only former Associated Press Saigon staffer present, I was seriously outgunned, 13 to 1, 
by the assembled group of ex-United Press International Saigon staffers. 
 
The event on Friday, Aug. 30, at Washington's St. Gregory hotel was an annual lunch reunion for those UPI 
reporters and photographers - I guess it's fair to call them survivors - to reminisce, compare age-related 
ailments, and when appropriate, note the passing of other one-time news media colleagues. 
 
When David Lamb, once of UPI and later the Los Angeles Times, called to invite me to join the group - the first 
such gesture toward any former AP person - I decided immediately to accept. 
 
“No speeches,'' David assured me. But I would have a lot of questions. 
 
Most names on the list of those present should be familiar to Old Hacks who covered the war between 1967 
and 1975: Gene Risher, Jack Walsh, Frank Johnston, Pham Loc, David Lamb, Tom Corpora, ``Radio Roger'' 
Norum, Tom Cheatham, Dan Southerland, Bill Reilly, Mike Feinsilber, Arnold Zeitlin and Joe Kamalick.  
 
Risher and Walsh are former Saigon bureau chiefs, and Johnston was its photo chief. Pham Loc, who now lives 
in Washington, was the bureau's all-purpose business manager. Southerland was one of the very best political 
reporters in Saigon - no small credit, considering the intrigues of South Vietnam's conniving leaders.  Lamb, 
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Corpora, Cheatham, Reilly and Feinsilber were the ``opposition'' guys we'd work against in the field. ``Not a 
bank clerk in the bunch,'' was how another UPI photo chief, Bill Snead, once described his colleagues. 
 
Kamalick was a Stars and Stripes staffer who did a lot of stringing for UPI. Zeitlin wasn't actually in Vietnam, 
but left AP in Manila in 1986 and later joined UPI in 1990 for three years. Feinsilber went the other way -  from 
UPI to AP, where he carved out a stellar post-Vietnam career in Washington.   
 
David Lamb said my selection as the first ex-AP person to attend one of these annual UPI nostalgia-fests was in 
return for my having invited him to join an AP group photo shoot during the 2005 press corps reunion  
in Saigon. 
 
While I had forgotten that, David and I have been friends since early 1969, when as fairly new reporters in 
Vietnam we happened to share an otherwise ``exclusive'' story. (It was a ride on the then-newly restored, but 
still bullet-pocked, Hue-to-Danang  railroad .) 
 
He also was responsible for the biggest ``rocket'' that  AP Saigon ever got from New York about a UPI story - 
that GIs were calling a bloody battle in northern South Vietnam ``Hamburger Hill,'' while AP copy was still 
referring to it  as ``Hill 937.''   
     
What our New York editors didn't know, and we did, was that after reaching the scene days later than AP, 
David Lamb himself had coined the name, Hamburger Hill, that stole the play and would make the epic battle 
forever famous, but we were instructed nonetheless to join the crowd.  
 
OK, score one for UPI. Out of courtesy to my hosts, I refrained from bringing up the story about... well, never 
mind.  
 
Four decades on, all the mutual disdain and animosity between the two news agencies is ancient history.  We, 
too, regretted to see UPI eventually dismembered by years of financial problems and mismanagement, to 
where it seems, today, little more than a ghostly logo on the Internet.  
 
As I wrote in a 2004 book, ``Lost Over Laos,'' the Vietnam war and the space race were probably the last two 
major stories on which AP and UPI, which had a historical rivalry dating from the early 20th century, went 
head-to-head on a daily basis.   
 
In Saigon, we shared a unique role as the first stops for newly arriving journalists, and daily visits from 
scuttlebutt-seeking members of the resident press corps.  In the field, AP and UPI staffers might share 
anything from C-rations to information.  
 
But other than the daily military briefings known as the Five O'Clock Follies, we saw almost nothing of each 
other, socially or otherwise, in Saigon itself.  I recall making two visits to the UPI bureau, and one to its nearby 
annex, the Melody bar.  UPI staffer Bob Sullivan was, as far as I can recall, the only one who ever joined an AP 
dinner group during my five years in Vietnam. 
 
In the book, I wrote, ``both agencies were proud, tightly knit groups, brimming with brio, exulting over scoops 
and favorable `play reports' from the home office.'' 
 
Only our closest allies in the press corps knew the depth and extent of the AP-UPI contretemps, and might 
have been surprised to see us even talking to each other.  
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Whether that situation was just pointless alienation or a healthy rivalry that sharpened our reporting efforts, 
the only view offered at the lunch reunion was from Bill Reilly, who suggested it might simply be that we 
weren't based in the same immediate neighborhood.  
 
But in fact the two bureaus were only a ten-minute walk apart down Tu Do Street, so it must have been more 
than just the geography. 
 
There was indeed a kind of mutual disdain, reflected, for example, in wire messages to and from our 
respective New York desks, that sometimes referred to each other in disparaging terms. ``Grandma'' was a 
favorite UPI allusion to AP's alleged stuffiness, and we sometimes tossed them off as ``Brand X.''   
 
Chalk it up, I guess, to the fact that our competition for the scoop, the wire service pressure to be first with the 
story, was fierce and very real, and helped to produce some impressive journalism, in ways that I fear young 
journalists in today's electronic-digital-instant-information-delivery world cannot even imagine.  
 
Although we never did get around to my list of 40-year-old questions, I came away from this visit to the 
erstwhile enemy camp feeling as if I'd been spritzed anew with the romantic notion that made us feel, back in 
those days, that we were on a mission - to tell the world what was happening - and there was nothing more 
important, exciting or rewarding that we could be doing with our lives.   
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Frank Johnston of UPI Saigon News Pictures shared this photo, showing: 
 
(Foreground): Frank Johnston. L to R (standing) Tom Cheatham. (seated): Bill Reilly, Pham Loc, Euene Risher, 
Mike Feinsilber, David Lamb, Tom Corpora, Dan Southerland, Radio Roger Norum. (standing): Jack Walsh, 
Richard Pyle. 
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Here are some other stories of interest: 
 
Jeffrey Bezos, Washington Post’s next owner, aims for a new ‘golden era’ at the newspaper 
 
http://www.washingtonpost.com/lifestyle/style/jeffrey-bezos-washington-posts-next-owner-aims-for-a-new-
golden-era-at-the-newspaper/2013/09/02/30c00b60-13f6-11e3-b182-1b3bb2eb474c_story.html 
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Snapshot of how news organizations are covering Syria 
 
http://www.poynter.org/latest-news/mediawire/222639/snapshot-of-how-news-organizations-are-covering-
syria/ 
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College papers cutting back on print editions  (Shared by Ralph Gage) 
 
http://www.poynter.org/latest-news/mediawire/222698/college-papers-cutting-back-on-print-editions/ 
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